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A Different Kind of Snow
Upcoming Events
12/1– Cash Cab: Stress
9:30AM, Main Campus
12/1– Healthy Hump Day: Tick
Tock, Manage Your Clock
11AM, Student Plaza
12/3– S’mores at the Shore
8PM, North Lake Fire Pit
12/3– Networking 101
12PM, RSVP on Eagle Link
12/9– Eagle Radio Holiday
Bash
12:30PM, Student Plaza
12/10– Winter Wonderland
7PM, Library Lawn
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Cocaine is a drug that is derived from the coca plant leaves
and is often referred to as “coke,” “snow,” and “blow” as it is
usually snorted and used in powder form. Cocaine is a
stimulant, meaning it works to speed up your heart rate,
breathing, and brain function. According to FGCU’s 2020
National College Health Assessment, 5.3% of students have
used cocaine in their lifetime and 2.7% have used it in the last 3 months. As of late,
there’s also actually been an increase in cocaine use on campus. Its stimulant effects,
15-30 minute high, and expensive cost (which many times alludes to a luxurious
lifestyle), may make cocaine appear enticing, but it is important to be aware of the
impacts to your body and mental health. Read on to learn more about these impacts.

Oh the Weather Outside is Frightful
Cocaine can have an impact on your mental health, specifically your anxiety.
Stimulants like cocaine overstimulate your body and central nervous system
(increased heart rate, blood pressure, breathing, etc.) which can create or exacerbate
symptoms of anxiety. It is also important to note that using cocaine or any substance
while experiencing mental health symptoms (anxiety, depression, etc.) can make
symptoms worse. Take care of your mental health!

Enjoy Winter Break & Good
Luck with Finals!

As a stimulant, cocaine can have some serious effects on the body; mixing cocaine
with other stimulants, like Molly, can overstimulate your body and be lethal.

Please see Eagle Link for a full,
updated schedule!

Wellness Tip
Refrain from mixing
cocaine with depressants,
like alcohol, which impairs
your brain from recognizing
your level of intoxication.
Question of the Month
True or False:
Cocaine can exacerbate
symptoms of anxiety.
Scan the QR code to RSVP on Eagle
Link with the correct answer to
enter into a drawing for $10 of
Eagle Dollars!

Remember, like many other substances, possessing and selling cocaine involves some
legal consequences. Possession of cocaine is a 2nd degree misdemeanor and selling is
a 2nd degree felony. Involvement with the legal system can potentially involve jail
time, fines, as well as impact your status as a student and your scholarships.

Don’t Leave Someone in the Cold
Many who use cocaine report using more often and in higher amounts than they
originally intend. Cocaine can have a negative impact on relationships, academic
performance, and work, when it is used as a way to cope with or avoid dealing with a
problem. Here’s how you can help someone:


Check-in with them and express care in a substance-free
environment.



Use “I” statements and be prepared to give examples of
behaviors concerning you. Ex: I’ve noticed you have been
using a lot of coke lately and I’m concerned.



Offer resources such as Counseling & Psychological Services
which offers free substance abuse help at 239-590-7950.
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